OUR WORLD
By Lonnie Norwood, Jr.

Verse 1
Let’s all get on one accord
To help the least among us
Their needs are mine and yours
Drop your guns, study war no more
Take the pledge for peace
Like never before

Bridge
There are many, many places
And so many, many faces
It’s a canvas, a collection of
Beauty and perfection

Hook
This our world
Oh-oh, oh-oh
This is our world
Hear the cry of every nation (repeat)

Verse 2
Loose the grip of imprisonment
Freedom seeds we’ll sow
Watch our garden grow
Don’t live life thinking colorblind
See me with your eyes
An intentional design

Bridge
There are many, many places
And so many, many faces
It’s a canvas, a collection of
(Ah!) Beauty and perfection

Hook
This our world
Oh-oh, oh-oh
(Ah!) This is our world
Hear the cry of every nation (repeat)

Special
America, Canada, South Africa
Spain, Portugal, Nicaragua
Germany, Italy, India
Fiji, Haiti, Armenia (Oh-oh, oh-oh)
U.K., Uruguay, Colombia
Ghana, Jamaica, Australia
Thailand, Sweden, Nigeria
France, Cuba, China, you are all of us

Hook
Our world! Oh-oh, oh-oh
This is our world
(Ah!) Hear the cry of every nation

Rap
While I ride dis beat
Imma rock for peace
From the Chi-Town streets
Into the Middle East
**Black Vernacular English**
Dis: This
Imma: I am going to
Da: The
Rep: Represent

**Other Words**
Chi-Town is a nickname for Chicago